
Video 2 – Stress Relief 

Hi, Bill here. Welcome back to our Community Video Series. Today’s topic is Stress Relief.  

Stress is caused by a lot of different things. You could have a job problem or a difficult situation at home 

that’s causing you some serious stress. Maybe you’re are having money problems or going through a 

health issue. That can be really stressful, too. Sometimes stress just creeps up on us because we feel 

overwhelmed. You know how you feel when you get home and the kids are yelling, the dishes are 

overflowing, the bills are piled up and the dog is barking? (Look at Billy Jr.) You can almost feel your 

internal thermometer start to rise and that knot ball up in your stomach, right? That’s stress. 

And no matter what kind it is, all stress has one thing in common, – it’s bad for you. It affects your 

appetite, your mood, your sleep, your motivation, even the way you think!  

So, how do you reduce that stress? Well, being part of a community is a huge help because you can lean 

on other people, talk, vent, get the stress out. As part of a group, you’ve got people you can count on to 

help you and that heavy burden you’re carrying can get a little lighter. Just sharing your problems with 

another person makes you feel better. You can actually breathe deeper when you reduce your stress.  

Speaking of deep breathing – that’s another great way to lower your stress level. Next time you feel 

really stressed, sit down, close your eyes and take a few long, deep breaths. Count to five as you inhale, 

(maybe do this with them on camera) and release your breath slowly, feel it deep down in your 

diaphragm. Do this a few times until you feel yourself relax. Ahhhhhh. 

Another great thing you can do is get away for a few minutes. If you can’t remove the stress, remove 

yourself from the stress. Go for a walk, get a cup of coffee with a friend, go for a drive, get a run in or do 

some yoga moves, whatever makes you feel better and gets your mind off the cause of the stress. When 

you return, you’ll feel better, be more relaxed and be better equipped to handle any stress that comes 

your way. Think of it like a mini-recharge for your mind, body and soul. 

So take a minute right now and think of some things you enjoy doing. Do you like to swim, cook, paint, 

do puzzles, walk the dog? (Look at Billy Junior) As crazy as it sounds, some people feel better when they 

clean the house. (funny face, questioning?) Whatever your go-to activity is, keep it in your back pocket 

so when you feel that knot of stress start to ball up in your stomach, you’ll know what to do to get rid of 

it. 

And don’t forget to talk about it. Holding onto stress is one of the worst things you can do for your body 

and your mind. So try doing these things and together we can keep those stress levels low. I’ll see you 

next time for another benefit of being part of our community – Strength!  

Now, go breathe, cook, clean… or (look at Billy Junior) walk the dog. (ad lib here) Alright, alright, I’m 

coming. Where’s that leash? 

 

 


